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The National Stage Jan 14 2021 The idea of staging a nation dates from the Enlightenment,
but the full force of the idea emerges only with the rise of mass politics. Comparing English,
French, and American attempts to establish national theatres at moments of political
crisis—from the challenge of socialism in late nineteenth-century Europe to the struggle to
"salvage democracy" in Depression America—Kruger poses a fundamental question: in the
formation of nationhood, is the citizen-audience spectator or participant? The National Stage
answers this question by tracing the relation between theatre institution and public sphere in
the discourses of national identity in Britain, France, and the United States. Exploring the
boundaries between history and theory, text and performance, this book speaks to theatre and
social historians as well as those interested in the theoretical range of cultural studies.
Historical Sketch of the Second War Between the United States of America, and Great Britain:
Events of 1812-13 Jul 20 2021
America Dec 01 2019
The School of the Americas Feb 01 2020 A comprehensive portrait of the School of the
Americas looks at its training program and exposes the School's institutionalization of statesponsored violence and the havoc it has wrought on Latin America. Simultaneous.
The Penguin History of the United States of America
Sep 02 2022 This new edition of

Brogan's superb one-volume history - from early British colonisation to the Reagan years captures an array of dynamic personalities and events. In a broad sweep of America's
triumphant progress. Brogan explores the period leading to Independence from both the
American and the British points of view, touching on permanent features of 'the American
character' - both the good and the bad. He provides a masterly synthesis of all the latest
research illustrating America's rapid growth from humble beginnings to global dominance.
A Gazetteer of the United States of America ...
Sep 09 2020
America and the Americas Feb 12 2021 In this completely revised and updated edition of
America and the Americas, Lester D. Langley covers the long period from the colonial era into
the twenty-first century, providing an interpretive introduction to the history of U.S. relations
with Latin America, the Caribbean, and Canada. Langley draws on the other books in the
series to provide a more richly detailed and informed account of the role and place of the
United States in the hemisphere. In the process, he explains how the United States, in
appropriating the values and symbolism identified with "America," has attained a special place
in the minds and estimation of other hemispheric peoples. Discussing the formal structures and
diplomatic postures underlying U.S. policy making, Langley examines the political, economic,
and cultural currents that often have frustrated inter-American progress and accord. Most
important, the greater attention given to U.S. relations with Canada in this edition provides a
broader and deeper understanding of the often controversial role of the nation in the
hemisphere and, particularly, in North America. Commencing with the French-British struggle
for supremacy in North America in the French and Indian War, Langley frames the story of the
American experience in the Western Hemisphere through four distinct eras. In the first era,
from the 1760s to the 1860s, the fundamental character of U.S. policy in the hemisphere and
American values about other nations and peoples of the Americas took form. In the second
era, from the 1870s to the 1930s, the United States fashioned a continental and then a
Caribbean empire. From the mid-1930s to the early 1960s, the paramount issues of the interAmerican experience related to the global crisis. In the final part of the book, Langley details
the efforts of the United States to carry out its political and economic agenda in the hemisphere
from the early 1960s to the onset of the twenty-first century, only to be frustrated by
governments determined to follow an independent course. Over more than 250 years of
encounter, however, the peoples of the Americas have created human bonds and cultural
exchanges that stand in sharp contrast to the formal and often conflictive hemisphere crafted
by governments.
A History of US: Reconstructing America Jan 02 2020 Recommended by the Common Core
State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy as an exemplary informational text.
Covering a time of great hope and incredible change, Reconstruction and Reform is a dramatic
look at life after the Civil War in the newly re United States. Railroad tycoons were roaring
across the country. New cities sprang up across the plains, and a new and different American
West came into being: a land of farmers, ranchers, miners, and city dwellers. Back East, large
scale immigration was also going on, but not all Americans wanted newcomers in the country.
Technology moved forward: Thomas Edison lit up the world with his electric light. And social
justice was on everyone's mind with Carry Nation wielding a hatchet in her battle against
drunkenness and Booker T. Washington and W. E. B. DuBois counseling newly freed African
Americans to behave in very different ways. Through it all, the reunited nation struggles to
keep the promises of freedom in this exciting chapter in the A History of US. About the Series:
Master storyteller Joy Hakim has excited millions of young minds with the great drama of

American history in her award-winning series A History of US. Recommended by the Common
Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy as an exemplary informational
text, A History of US weaves together exciting stories that bring American history to life. Hailed
by reviewers, historians, educators, and parents for its exciting, thought-provoking narrative,
the books have been recognized as a break-through tool in teaching history and critical reading
skills to young people. In ten books that span from Prehistory to the 21st century, young
people will never think of American history as boring again.
Presidents of the United States of America
Nov 23 2021 A history of the office of the President
of the United States, from 1789 to the present... This book is a perfect introduction to America's
Presidents and the United States Government. Each chapter takes an education look at the life
of an American President, how they rose into power, and what the country was like during their
time in office. Never before has so much information been packed into one easy to read book.
In Presidents of the United States of America, you will learn: Biographical details about each
President's birthplace, family life, political party and other interesting trivia The headlines,
scandals, heroes, and villains that defined America Presidential nicknames, famous quotes
and detailed stories of ruthless Presidential Campaigns The fascinating history of the White
House And so much more... Presidents of the United States of America is perfect for readers
of all ages. Clear, easy to use, and full of valuable information, this book is a must for anyone
interested in American history. Relive the fascinating course of the United State's history
through the lives of its Presidents, from George Washington all the way up to its present
leaders. A perfect resource for home and school.
America Observed Oct 11 2020 There is surprisingly little fieldwork done on the United States
by anthropologists from abroad. America Observed fills that gap by bringing into greater focus
empirical as well as theoretical implications of this phenomenon. Edited by Virginia Dominguez
and Jasmin Habib, the essays collected here offer a critique of such an absence, exploring its
likely reasons while also illustrating the advantages of studying fieldwork-based
anthropological projects conducted by colleagues from outside the U.S. This volume contains
an introduction written by the editors and fieldwork-based essays written by Helena Wulff,
Jasmin Habib, Limor Darash, Ulf Hannerz, and Moshe Shokeid, and reflections on the broad
issue written by Geoffrey White, Keiko Ikeda, and Jane Desmond. Suitable for introductory and
mid-level anthropology courses, America Observed will also be useful for American Studies
courses both in the U.S. and elsewhere.
Our America: A Hispanic History of the United States
Sep 29 2019 “A rich and moving
chronicle for our very present.” —Julio Ortega, New York Times Book Review The United
States is still typically conceived of as an offshoot of England, with our history unfolding east to
west beginning with the first English settlers in Jamestown. This view overlooks the
significance of America’s Hispanic past. With the profile of the United States increasingly
Hispanic, the importance of recovering the Hispanic dimension to our national story has never
been greater. This absorbing narrative begins with the explorers and conquistadores who
planted Spain’s first colonies in Puerto Rico, Florida, and the Southwest. Missionaries and
rancheros carry Spain’s expansive impulse into the late eighteenth century, settling California,
mapping the American interior to the Rockies, and charting the Pacific coast. During the
nineteenth century Anglo-America expands west under the banner of “Manifest Destiny” and
consolidates control through war with Mexico. In the Hispanic resurgence that follows, it is the
peoples of Latin America who overspread the continent, from the Hispanic heartland in the
West to major cities such as Chicago, Miami, New York, and Boston. The United States clearly

has a Hispanic present and future. And here is its Hispanic past, presented with characteristic
insight and wit by one of our greatest historians.
Spotlight on the United States of America
Feb 24 2022 Provides an overview of the United
States of America, discussing such topics as its geography, history, government, indigenous
peoples, plants and animals, holidays, and symbols.
History of the United States of America
Mar 28 2022 The Book Deals With All Aspects Of
History Of The United States Of America In Detail. In This Book The Events Have Been
Recorded In Chronological Order. From The Beginning To The End The Events Of American
History Have Been Given In A Graphic Manner. Added To This The Events Have Been Traced
Upto George Bush. The Book Also Studies The Foreign Policy Of The United States Of
America Till The 20Th Century. It Is Traced In A Very Simple Manner So As To Fulfil The
Requirements Of The Students And The Common Readers.
A History of the United States of America
Sep 21 2021 This work traces the of the United
States from the first European colonization to 1829.
Fragile States in the Americas
Apr 16 2021 This book examines fragile states in the Americas
and analyzes the security challenges that these states face. Chapters present case studies of
fragile states, focusing on organized crime, drug trafficking, and other major security-related
issues.
America's Mission Aug 09 2020 America's Mission argues that the global strength and
prestige of democracy today are due in large part to America's impact on international affairs.
Tony Smith documents the extraordinary history of how American foreign policy has been used
to try to promote democracy worldwide, an effort that enjoyed its greatest triumphs in the
occupations of Japan and Germany but suffered huge setbacks in Latin America, Vietnam, and
elsewhere. With new chapters and a new introduction and epilogue, this expanded edition also
traces U.S. attempts to spread democracy more recently, under presidents Clinton, Bush, and
Obama, and assesses America's role in the Arab Spring.
The History of the Navy of the United States of America
Jun 26 2019
The Literature of the United States of America
Apr 04 2020 American literature over the last
four hundred years has developed distinctive qualities and traditions, partly engendered by the
land itself. The rich variety of literature flourished as the land was colonised and cultivated. In
this new edition Marshall Walker has updated his wide-ranging study of American literature by
giving greater attention to poets from Hart Crane and e.e.Cummings to John Ashbery and
A.R.Ammons and to novelists from William Burroughs and Kurt Vonnegut to John Irving. More
space is given to drama, from the later works of Tennessee Williams and Arthur Miller to the
plays of Sam Shepard and David Mamet. The special concerns of Black, Jewish and Women
writers are explored as this book demonstrates that American literary history can no longer be
considered largely in terms of regional dominances.
History of the United States of America, from the Discovery of the Continent [to 1789].
Jul 28
2019
The United States and Latin America in the Twentieth Century
Oct 03 2022
America in Italy May 18 2021 America in Italy examines the influence of the American political
experience on the imagination of Italian political thinkers between the late eighteenth century
and the unification of Italy in the 1860s. Axel Körner shows how Italian political thought was
shaped by debates about the American Revolution and the U.S. Constitution, but he focuses
on the important distinction that while European interest in developments across the Atlantic
was keen, this attention was not blind admiration. Rather, America became a sounding board

for the critical assessment of societal changes at home. Many Italians did not think the United
States had lessons to teach them and often concluded that life across the Atlantic was not just
different but in many respects also objectionable. In America, utopia and dystopia seemed to
live side by side, and Italian references to the United States were frequently in support of
progressive or reactionary causes. Political thinkers including Cesare Balbo, Carlo Cattaneo,
Giuseppe Mazzini, and Antonio Rosmini used the United States to shed light on the course of
their nation's political resurgence. Concepts from Montesquieu, Rousseau, and Vico served to
evaluate what Italians discovered about America. Ideas about American "domestic manners"
were reflected and conveyed through works of ballet, literature, opera, and satire.
Transcending boundaries between intellectual and cultural history, America in Italy is the first
book-length examination of the influence of America's political formation on modern Italian
political thought.
Islam in the United States of America
Jan 26 2022 This book is a collection of essays written
over several years. Professor Sulayman S. Nyang has collected them to share with the reading
public his insights and research findings on the emerging Muslim community in the United
States of America. Working on the assumption that American Muslims are still unknown to
most Americans, the author addresses several issues which are relevant to the whole
discussion of religious plurality and multiculturalism in American society. Its contents range
from Islam and the American Dream to the birth and development of the Muslim press in the
United States. -- Publisher description.
United States v. Apple Aug 28 2019 In 2012, when the Justice Department sued Apple and
five book publishers for price fixing, many observers sided with the defendants. It was a
reminder that, in practice, Americans are ambivalent about competition. Chris Sagers shows
why protecting price competition, even when it hurts some of us, is crucial if antitrust law is to
preserve markets.
The United States of America Nov 04 2022 Presents information about the people, places,
birds, insects, flowers, and endangered species associated with each of the fifty states and the
nation's capital.
A Second Visit to North America Nov 11 2020
How to Ruin the United States of America
Jun 30 2022 On the heels of his very successful
books, How to Ruin Your Life, How to Ruin Your Love Life, and How to Ruin Your Financial
Life, Ben Stein, in collaboration with his pal Phil DeMuth, has tongue firmly in cheek once
again as he comes up with surefire ways to ruin the greatest nation in the history of the human
race. Try a few of these on for size: Trust the United Nations to protect us and our security.
Make it unlawful to worship God or even to show images of the Ten Commandments. Convert
our universities into fortresses of anti-Americanism, hatred of freedom, and centers of
confusion and ignorance. Encourage contempt for the family and for the community. Allow
Hollywood to brainwash us into believing that only suckers and criminals fight for their country.
Treat the military, the police, firefighters, and teachers as losers and pay them starvation
wages. Hey, does any of this sound familiar? Maybe that's because it's already happening!
Ben and Phil give you all the information you'll ever need in order to successfully ruin the USA
even further! Sardonic, humorous, but also angrily emphatic, this is a book every old-fashioned
patriot really needs to read!
The Divided States of America May 30 2022 "As James Madison led America's effort to write
its Constitution, he made two great inventions-the separation of powers and federalism. The
first is more famous, but the second was most essential because, without federalism, there

could have been no United States of America. Federalism has always been about setting the
balance of power between the federal government and the states-and that's revolved around
deciding just how much inequality the country was prepared to accept in exchange for making
piece among often-warring states. Through the course of its history, the country has moved
through a series of phases, some of which put more power into the hands of the federal
government, and some rested more power in the states. Sometimes this rebalancing led to
armed conflict. The Civil War, of course, almost split the nation permanently apart. And
sometimes it led to political battles. By the end of the 1960s, however, the country seemed to
have settled into a quiet agreement that inequality was a prime national concern, that the
federal government had the responsibility for addressing it through its own policies, and that
the states would serve as administrative agents of that policy. But as that agreement seemed
set, federalism drifted from national debate, just as the states began using their administrative
role to push in very different directions. The result has been a rising tide of inequality, with the
great invention that helped create the nation increasingly driving it apart"-The United States of America and the Crime of Aggression
Aug 01 2022 This book traces the
position of the United States of America on aggression, beginning with the Declaration of
Independence up to 2020, covering the four years of the Trump Administration. The decision of
the Assembly of States Parties to the International Criminal Court to activate the Court's
jurisdiction over the crime of aggression in 2018 has added further value to a book concerning
the position and practice of one of the most influential states, a global military power and
permanent member of the UN Security Council. Organized along chronological lines, the work
examines whether, or to what extent, the US position has evolved over time. The book
explores how the definition of the crime can impact upon the US, notwithstanding its failure to
ratify the Rome Statute. It also shows that the US practice and opinio iuris about the law
applicable to the use of force might influence, as it has done in the past, the law itself. The
work will be a valuable guide for students, academics and professionals with an interest in
International Criminal Law.
America, Naming the Country and Its People
Oct 30 2019
American Nations Aug 21 2021 • A New Republic Best Book of the Year • The Globalist Top
Books of the Year • Winner of the Maine Literary Award for Non-fiction • Particularly relevant
in understanding who voted for who in this presidential election year, this is an endlessly
fascinating look at American regionalism and the eleven “nations” that continue to shape
North America According to award-winning journalist and historian Colin Woodard, North
America is made up of eleven distinct nations, each with its own unique historical roots. In
American Nations he takes readers on a journey through the history of our fractured continent,
offering a revolutionary and revelatory take on American identity, and how the conflicts
between them have shaped our past and continue to mold our future. From the Deep South to
the Far West, to Yankeedom to El Norte, Woodard (author of American Character: A History of
the Epic Struggle Between Individual Liberty and the Common Good) reveals how each region
continues to uphold its distinguishing ideals and identities today, with results that can be seen
in the composition of the U.S. Congress or on the county-by-county election maps of any hotly
contested election in our history.
The Concept of Latin America in the United States
Mar 04 2020 This book is a study of the
semantics and usages of the concept of Latin America in the United States, both in everyday
language and in social scientific discourses. Its guiding hypothesis is that Latin America has
been historically defined in American English in opposition to a self-congratulatory image of the

United States of America. This constitutes, in itself, an act of misrecognition because it
overlooks the ways those perceived as Latin Americans actually live their lives as political and
social beings. As a result of this practice, "Latin Americans" have historically been ascribed the
most contemptible characteristics and been treated in ways that suit the derogatory
representations made of them. The book also contains an original contribution to the debate
about recognition. Leaning on Reinhart Koselleck's notion of asymmetrical counterconcepts,
Feres Jr. devises an original typology of forms of misrecognition and applies it to the analysis
of discourses on Latin America. This approach to the problem of recognition has many
advantages in relation to the competing neo-Hegelian theory, advocated by authors such as
Axel Honneth and Charles Taylor: it can be used as a tool to resist misrecognition without
having to rely on a positive substantive conception of recognition. Furthermore, contrary to the
neo-Hegelian approach, it is able to address practices of misrecognition that have as an object
people who are not part of the "national" linguistic/political community. The book's narrative
follows a chronological order in which discourses and theories about Latin America are placed
in their historical context and examined in search of rhetorical strategies that perpetuate forms
of misrecognition. In the end, Feres Jr. demonstrates that long-standing North American
pejorative perceptions about the peoples and countries seen as Latin American found
abundantly in everyday language survive in social scientific discourse, despite the reiterated
claims of objectivity and value-neutrality of the social sciences.
History of the United States of America
Dec 25 2021
Patterns of Legislative Politics Jun 06 2020 This 2004 book uses roll call data to explore
legislative politics in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay.
Narrative and Critical History of America: The United States of North America
Mar 16 2021
The Image and Influence of America in German Poetry Since 1945
May 06 2020 Examines
the image of the US in German poetry and the reception and influence of American poetry in
Germany since 1945.
The European Discovery of America
Jul 08 2020
A People's History of the United States
Jun 18 2021 A classic since its original landmark
publication in 1980, Howard Zinn's A People's History of the United States is the first scholarly
work to tell America's story from the bottom up-from the point of view of, and in the words of,
America's women, factory workers, African Americans, Native Americans, working poor, and
immigrant labourers. From Columbus to the Revolution to slavery and the Civil War-from World
War II to the election of George W. Bush and the "War on Terror"-A People's History of the
United States is an important and necessary contribution to a complete and balanced
understanding of American history.
The Other America Oct 23 2021 Presents the original report on poverty in America that led
President Kennedy to initiate the federal poverty program
A Concise History of the United States of America
Apr 28 2022 Born out of violence and the
aspirations of its early settlers, the United States of America has become one of the world's
most powerful nations. The book begins in colonial America as the first Europeans arrived,
lured by the promise of financial profit, driven by religious piety and accompanied by diseases
which would ravage the native populations. It explores the tensions inherent in a country built
on slave labour in the name of liberty, one forced to assert its unity and reassess its ideals in
the face of secession and civil war, and one that struggled to establish moral supremacy,
military security and economic stability during the financial crises and global conflicts of the
twentieth century. Woven through this richly crafted study of America's shifting social and

political landscapes are the multiple voices of the nation's history: slaves and slave owners,
revolutionaries and reformers, soldiers and statesmen, immigrants and refugees. These voices
help define the United States at the dawn of a new century.
The United States and Central America, 1944-1949
Dec 13 2020
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